Unambiguous Sequence Characterization of a Monoclonal Antibody in a Single Analysis Using a Nonspecific Immobilized Enzyme Reactor.
Accurate sequence characterization is essential for the development of therapeutic antibodies by the pharmaceutical industry. Presented here is a methodology to obtain comprehensive sequence analysis of a monoclonal antibody. An enzyme reactor of immobilized Aspergillopepsin I, a highly stable nonspecific protease, was used to cleave reduced antibody subunits into a peptide profile ranging from 1 to 20 kDa. Utilizing the Thermo Orbitrap Fusion's unique instrument architecture combined with state-of-the-art instrument control software allowed for dynamic instrument methods that optimally characterize eluting peptides based on their size and charge density. Using a data-dependent instrument method, both collisional dissociation and electron transfer dissociation were used to fragment the appropriate charge state of analyte peptides. The instrument layout also allowed for scans to be taken in parallel using both the ion trap and Orbitrap concurrently, thus allowing larger peptides to be analyzed in high resolution using the Orbitrap while simultaneously analyzing tryptic-like peptides using the ion trap. We harnessed these capabilities to develop a custom method to optimally fragment the eluting peptides based on their mass and charge density. Using this approach, we obtained 100% sequence coverage of the total antibody in a single chromatographic analysis, enabling unambiguous sequence assignment of all residues.